Dear Climate Engineering Group,

please find below our weekly climate engineering news review. You can find daily updated climate engineering news on our news portal www.climate-engineering.eu/news.html.

Thank you

The Climate Engineering Editors

**Climate Engineering News Review for Week 2 of 2017**

**Upcoming Events and Deadlines**

- (new) **09.01.2017**, Lecture: Climate Engineering, The Antropocene, and The Wild, Kiel / Germany (Leibnitzstraße 1, R.106a, no online info available)
- **13.01.2017**, Lecture: Climate Engineering: When Humans Enter the Domain of God(s), Amsterdam / NL
- (new) **24.01.2017**, Symposium: Science Council of Japan Auditorium, Tokyo / Japan
- (new) **01.02.2017**, Webinar: Restoring the Carbon Balance
- (new) **08.02.2017**, Workshop: Carbon Dioxide Removal/Negative Emissions Technologies (FCEA), Berkeley / USA
- **15.-16.06.2017**, Workshop: The Politics and Governance of Negative Emissions Technologies: Between the Paris Agreement and the Anthropocene, Utrecht / The Netherlands
- **09.-12.10.2017**, Conference: Climate Engineering Conference 2017 (CEC17), Berlin / Germany

**Calls and deadlines**

- **22.01.2017**, Call for Papers: The Politics and Governance of Negative Emissions Technologies: Between the Paris Agreement and the Anthropocene (workshop in Utrecht)
- **28.02.2017**, Call for Papers: Organizing and the Anthropocene, Special Issue of 'Organization'
- **28.02.2017**, Call for Session Proposals for the Climate Engineering Conference 2017: Critical Global Discussions

**Jobs**

- **18.01.2017** (deadline), Job/fellowship: Apply to be an Environmental Fellow at Harvard
New Publications

- **Low, Sean (2016)**: The Futures of Climate Engineering
- **Suarez, Pablo; van Aalst, Maarten K. (2016)**: Geoengineering. A humanitarian concern
- **Ryngaert, Cedric (2016)**: Climate Change Mitigation Techniques and International Law. Assessing the Externalities of Reforestation and Geoengineering
- **Sanderson, Benjamin M.; Knutti, Reto (2016)**: Delays in US mitigation could rule out Paris targets

Selected Media Responses

- **Video**: Youtube Playlist of CE Videos
- **Center for Carbon Removal**: 2017 New Year Updates
- **The Economic Times**: 2017: Climate focus shifts as Trump moves in, China charges ahead
- **The Capitологии Blog**: Against the geoengineering techno-fix
- **Environmental Guru**: 5 Ways Geo-Engineering Can Solve Climate Change
- **Sutgarter Nachrichten**: How to turn back the climate?
- **Motherboard**: Geoengineering Schemes Could Block View of the Night Sky, Astronomers Warn
- **Poughkeepsie Journal**: Artist aims to ignite dialogue on climate change
- **ars technica**: How much would it cost to geoengineer thicker Arctic sea ice?

To unsubscribe please send short message to info@climate-engineering.eu or use the web interface.